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A Beginners guide to the Beekeepers Year  

October – Prepare for winter       1 to 2 hrs 

1. Secure hives for winter 

2. Add mouse guard 

3. Check hives are protected against woodpeckers and other animals if necessary 

4. Check for adequate ventilation 

November/December/January/February    1 hour/month  

1. Check that your hive is ok 

2. Heft hive to check for stores – if light, feed fondant 

3. Clear any snow away from entrance 

4. On warm days >10˚C bees will go out on cleaning flights 

5. Maintenance of equipment – repair spare equipment, build new equipment e.g. frames  

6. Check your stored comb – look for evidence of wax moth 

March – Weather permitting, first quick inspection of the hive   1 to 2 hrs 

1. Carry out a quick ‘peep’ inspection on a warm day >10˚C 

2. Heft your hive  - if light, feed fondant or syrup (1:1 strength) if necessary 

3. Remove the mouse guard 

4. Monitor for varroa - treat if drop >8/day 

April – Detailed hive inspections begin     2 to 3 hrs 

1. Carry out a first detailed inspection on a warm day >15˚C (shirt sleeve weather) 

2. If the brood box is full of bees - add a queen excluder and a super  

3. Check/mark the queen 

4. Look out for queen cells 

5. Second year - Start to change Brood frames - move frames with holes in foundation, mouldy 

comb or too many drone-sized cells, to the outside of the brood nest for replacement with new 

frames of foundation at a later date when they are empty 

May – Swarm control/prevention      5 to 6 hrs 

1. Carry out a detailed 8 day inspection looking for queen cells and drone cells 

2. Healthy colony should have eggs, larvae and capped brood 

3. Split any colonies with occupied queen cells 

4. When the bees occupy most of a super, add another (if you feel optimistic!) 

5. Remove oilseed rape honey (if you have any) and extract 

6. Leave a bait hive out around just in case 
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June - Honey flow and swarming begins     5 to 6 hrs 

1. Possibility of low food stores in first week due to lack of available forage – if low, feed with 1:1 

syrup as long as there are no supers on the hive  

2. Carry out detailed weekly inspections on colonies which have not yet been split. Practice your 

swarm control method (Pagden method?) - split any colonies with occupied queen cells 

3. When the bees occupy most of a super - add another 

4. Mark any new queens 

5. Monitor for varroa - treat if drop >10/day e.g. icing sugar 

6. Check for oilseed rape honey (if you have any) and extract 

July - Honey flow and swarming continues   4 to 6 hrs 

1. Carry out a detailed weekly inspection on colonies which have not yet been split. Split any 

colonies with occupied queen cells (Pagden method?) 

2. When the bees occupy most of a super, add another 

3. If you have any super frames of honey which are completely sealed, you can extract the honey. 

Give the spun supers back to the bees (1/2 days) in the evening to avoid robbing 

4. Continue to monitor for varroa – treat urgently if drop >16/day e.g. icing sugar 

5. Reduce entrances to deter robbing (bees/wasps) 

August – Honey harvest        2 to 3 hrs 

1. No need to carry out weekly inspections – BUT it is a good idea to make a thorough inspection 

dedicated to checking for disease. If there is any deviation from healthy brood, e.g. discoloured, 

twisted larvae, or sunken, moist, perforated capping’s, ask for help. 

2. Continue harvesting honey once it is sealed – spin your honey. Give the spun supers back to the 

bees (1/2 days) before storing 

3. Continue to monitor for varroa - consider if a treatment is necessary e.g. Apiguard 

4. Start to reduce the number of supers available to the bees 

5. Unite small colonies – prepare for winter 

September – Feeding        2 to 3 hrs 

1. Estimate the winter food storage by hefting the hives and/or inspecting each frame 

2. Top up stores to the minimum of 18 kg by feeding with syrup (2:1 strength) 

3. Remove all queen excluders towards the end of the month 

4. Continue to monitor for varroa - treat if >20/day 

5. Reduce entrances and set up wasp traps 

6. Unite small colonies 


